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The cost was $120 for each of us.  Henry called earlier and we thought if the Board members each gave $50 

that would basically cover 1/2 the cost.  Does this sound ok to you?  We are actually pleased that the Board is 

interested in contributing so any amount would be fine if $50 doesn't work for anyone.To:	"Tracy Shycoff" 

<Tracy_Shycoff @ jfk-arrb.gov>cc:	 (bcc: Tracy Shycoff/ARRB)From:	Judge.John.Tunheim @ 

usdcmn.cchub.com (Judge John Tunheim)  @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	07/27/98 04:32:04 PM 

GMTSubject:	Re:Jeremy's farewellThank you Tracy.  It sounds like the party went very well.  I will contribute --

how much was the cost?____________________Reply Separator____________________Subject:    Jeremy's 

farewellAuthor: "Tracy Shycoff" <Tracy_Shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov>Date:       7/27/98 11:41 AMI would like to let 

you all know that Laura, Michelle, Ron, and I sponsoreda farewell party for Jeremy last Friday afternoon at the 

Chop House.  Wewere able to arrange a semi-private atmosphere and provide all the staffwith food and 

drinks.  All indications are that it was verysuccessful--Jeremy seemed to enjoy himself and the staff definitely 

enjoyedthe chance to relax away from the office after some tense weeks!  Kevinmade the traditional mock 

book cover and I believe his efforts  rivaled thelegendary Tom Samoluk covers.  The cover was for a new book 

by Grodenidentifying the three tramps as Jeremy, David, and Tom thanks to the newdigitization of the 

photograph--you should ask Kevin to see it next timeyou're here.I mentioned to a few of you at the last Board 

meeting that we were hopingto do this party for Jeremy and the staff and you expressed an interest inhelping 

us pay for it.  If any of you are still interested, any donationsfrom the Board would be divided equally among 

the four of us.Things are going well here today (our first day under new management!) andwe had a going 

away party for Kim this morning.  I know it seems that allwe do around here is have going away parties, but for 

the foreseeablefuture we have no more!See you all next week. 
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